
 

  
LOWRY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING  
MINUTES FOR JULY 31, 2018 

 
 

ROLL CALL: Members present were Roy Alexander, Mark Betchey, Derek Camunez, Lindy Eichenbaum             
Lent, Steve Hutt, Rachel Neumann, Brad Pierce and Ann Torgerson. Monty Force attended as the Executive                
Director and Cathy Gale attended as General Counsel. 
 
EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS SALE OF REAL PROPERTY AND TO REVIEW AND APPROVE THE 
MINUTES FROM THE JUNE 26, 2018 EXECUTIVE SESSIONS 
 
An Executive Session was called pursuant to and is authorized by the following specific provisions of the 
Colorado Open Meeting Law, C.R.S. §24-6-402, et seq, to discuss only the following matters as permitted 
thereby:  

 
Legal - C.R.S. 24-6-402(4)(b)  (Bello) 

Negotiations - C.R.S. 24-6-402(4)(e)  (Kelmore, Koelbel) 
Review and Approval of the June 26, 2018 Executive Session Minutes 
 
Executive Session convened at 7:35 a.m.  
 
PUBLIC SESSION:  The meeting convened in public session at 8:30 a.m. and was called to order by Roy 
Alexander, Chair.  
 
PUBLIC COMMENT: There was no one from the public in attendance. 
 

CONSENT AGENDA: 
● Minutes (June 26, 2018) 
● Financials (June 2018) 

Mr. Alexander asked about the negative liability.  Ms. Cote’ explained that it is from allocated salaries split between 
Boulevard One and legacy Lowry, which will eventually cease with less work being done at legacy Lowry. 
 
A motion by Brad Pierce and seconded by Steve Hutt was passed to approve the Consent Agenda as 
presented with abstention from Brad Pierce for the Minutes. 
 
ACTION ITEMS 

● Kelmore Parcel 6 Cinema Brewhouse, Configuration and Contract Amendment – Resolution 2018-7 

 Developers Confluent and Kelmore (“CK”) had previously given a presentation to the Board and explained their 
desire for engaging Flix Brewhouse as a 2nd anchor.  With concerns remaining, the Board requested that CK conduct a 
community outreach for input.  Any Board action was withheld until that outreach was done and a better 
understanding of community sentiment was known.  An open house style presentation with three “stations” was done 
on July 24th with comment cards collected.  CK will present their perception of how it went and tabulation of the 
comments.  
 
Monty commented that the resolution is written to reflect authorization for a cinema brewhouse as the use, 
negotiations for configuration of Parcel 6 and for setting up dates and timelines leading to closing on the 
commercial/retail site. 
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H McNeish, with Confluent, explained the methodology and results shown from the open house and comments 
gathered. 

o CK worked with the LRA staff on community contacts to notify and how soon the outreach 
needed to be conducted in line with this Board meeting.  Word was spread through blast emails 
for residents in Boulevard One, Lowry via LUN and to the Mayfair Park HOA. 

o The community outreach was at the Eisenhower Chapel in an open house format with three 
stations that created a thorough effort to cover the mixed-use project in its entirety.  The 
stations were set up so that no matter where you started and moved to the next there not a gap 
in seeing the totality and interrelationship of the components of the project. 

o Comment cards were handed out as people entered and were encouraged to return them as 
they left as the mechanism for information gathering.  There was also direct engagement with 
discussion and questions answered at each of the three stations. Lucky’s, Flix, and the other 
tenants were included at the stations that included the site plan for context and scale.   The 
“fly-through” was shown on a continuous loop to show the architectural design.  

o Perception is that it was a successful event and CK said this points to all of the past work done 
by the LRA on the GDP and zoning to set the stage for the successful development of Boulevard 
One. 

o There were between 100 and 120 in attendance with some not signing in, 87 signed in but there 
was some dual attendance from one household.  There were 62 comments cards turned in.  If 
using the 87 attendance count this would equate to a 70% return of comment cards.  

o The comment cards did not identify neighborhoods but did have addresses and the station 
discussions left the impression that there was a good balance.  It was clear from the Boulevard 
One residents that they are very proud to be a part of the neighborhood. 

Breakdown of Comments: 
o Use: Lucky’s and Flix - Vast majority were positive and with a strong receptivity to the other 

tenants mix also. 
o Parking:  Positive comments to the limited access points.  Preferred the below grade parking to 

a structure. 
o Timing:  Do it quicker! 
o Boulevard One site wide:  Some comments were received that were non-related to the 

mixed-use project that expressed traffic concerns internal and for the roads adjacent to 
Boulevard One. 

o Overall:  90% support from the comments received that far exceeded expectations. 

Discussion 
Monty reported that he was in agreement with the perception and results of the meeting and that there 
were several staff and Board members in attendance, also.  He said he did float around and listened to the 
conversations and they were not shy in asking questions and making comments.  Mostly he heard positive 
comments with a few negatives also heard.  He was pleasantly surprised with the positive reception.  The 
Board agreed and thought there was not much more that should be done to gather input. 
 
Roy Alexander said that there were lively conversations taking place at each station and that the event was 
well attended.  When he left he felt that the comments would come in at 50/50.  What controls were in 
place to gather the comments cards?  Monty responded that it was made clear to the participants that the 
responses on the comment cards would be read and make a difference in any decisions.  Monty added that 
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he personally collected the cards and Alison also counted and read them that evening.  People who wanted 
to respond did and others were encouraged to do so.  Attendees were also informed that they could submit 
any further responses through the Boulevard One website contact.  Hilarie Portell reported that there have 
been no new comments sent to the info@boulevardonelowry.com site. 
 
Mark Betchey complimented CK on a fantastic job.  The norm over the past 17 years has been to be 
prepared with all the facts, grit your teeth and brace for the negative backlash. 
 
Steve Hutt said that he is unfamiliar how this event and the attendance parallels with other attempts to 
gather the temperature of the community.  Monty responded that during the Boulevard One planning 
there was larger attendance with outspoken negatives and a much quieter positive presence, which 
is the norm that those with concerns do attend and those that don’t have concerns do not attend. 
The open house was a neutral solicitation for input and impressions.  Celeste Tanner with 
Confluent, agreed and commented that they have done public meetings across CCD and other states 
and the negative opinions are usually loudly voiced and there tends to be some intimidation on 
those with opposite opinions. 
 
Hilarie added that there are only so many controls that can be used for public meetings to gather 
community sentiment.  Having attendees sign in and submit comment cards is one method that is efficient. 
 
Brad Pierce felt that the invitations went to the most impacted neighborhoods and that they provided 
overwhelming positive impressions of the presented plan. 
 
Monty continued by saying that he didn’t want to gloss over the concerns that were expressed about the 
size of the theater, traffic and parking.  The staggering of the times for screenings was explained at the open 
house and should help to mitigate the parking and traffic.  The walkability of the neighborhood is also a 
factor in lowering traffic and parking demands.  There were comments that expressed appreciation of the 
residential buffering on Oneida.  There is still work to do on the architectural design and site layout at the 
Boulevard One Design Review.  There are still outstanding issues with parking and how to memorialize that 
will be addressed via valet, shared, off-site, etc. 
 
Bob Koontz, with Kelmore, said he understands the desire of restricted access and mitigation of the 
commercial development impact to the existing residential neighbors.  There is a special quality added by 
having two anchors and the thoughtfulness of the layout is appreciated.  This is a special development and 
not all neighborhoods get the small box amenities that these two anchors are offering. 
 
Roy asked if the walkability of the neighborhood has been a factor in determining the capacity for parking. 
Bob answered that the evolution of urban vs suburban planning of a parking structure is what 
caused the move to below grade parking.  Access to walkers and bikers to all shops from any 
direction with visual access was an important component in the designing of the project.  The 
parking provided is above the recommendations of the ULI study for mixed-use developments. 
 
Monty added that walkability and multi-modal options has been in the vision for Boulevard One since the 
start of planning.  The current mindset shows acceptance of that concept.  The planned parking is still 
below the Boulevard One standard that is tuned more for single use buildings.  Mixed-use projects need a 
different approach with consideration given to peaks at different times of day and different days.  The LRA 
used a consultant to compare how the Boulevard One standards relate to the ULI study and how those 
relate and sync with reality.  Strict single use application probably doesn’t apply, but parking will be looked 
at closely by the BDRC.  The most concern would be involved with Flix and restricting street parking on 
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Oneida.  Celeste pointed out that the tenants and office users are even more impacted by under 
parking.  They have been encouraged with what they are seeing in the plan.  
 
Lindy Eichenbaum Lent – Restricted parking on Oneida would have to be implemented by Denver.  She 
wanted to advise that proper planning to avoid the problem is better than needing to solve the problem 
later.  Monty agreed and said that the site layout access points are designed to discourage street parking 
and ultimately monitoring will be up to operational management. 
 
Roy asked how the request for getting the center open sooner will be addressed.  Bob explained that the 
design team has been paused for determination of the dual anchor acceptability.  If this vote today 
is for approval the team can once again be fully engaged on the design elements still in flux, tenant 
negotiations, CCD plan reviews and completion of the final design reviews with the BDRC.  It would 
be anticipated that Lucky’s could be ready to open at late 2019 with the other openings taking place 
in 2020.  Ann strongly suggested that CK keep the channels of communication open.  There has been a long 
wait and the community wants to be kept informed on the progress. 
 
Steve commented that at first he had the thought that a grocer was not a big deal until he visited Lucky’s. 
Also, he was not convinced that a theater was the appropriate use until Flix gave a presentation to the 
Board at the June meeting.  Both of these organizations are impressive. 
 
Nick Kitaeff, with Confluent, reviewed the mix of tenants with personal services; health and beauty; a blend 
of unique chef driven, signature, and fun casual dining opportunities; co-working, medical and law office 
space options.  Retail merchant spaces will have primary or secondary entries.  The tenant commitment 
momentum will pick up when they can be assured of approval of the co-anchors.  This has been a topic of 
conversation during negotiations and having the dual anchors has been a big factor to many of the 
merchants. 
 
A motion by Lindy Eichenbaum Lent and seconded by Ann Torgerson was passed to approve Resolution 
2018-7 to authorize negotiations and execution of an Amendment to the Amended and Restated Contract with 
Kelmore with the updated provisions of 1) cinema brewhouse use on Parcel 6, 2) associated Parcel 6 
reconfiguration to accommodate the use, 3) revised schedules, deadlines and precedent conditions for 
closing, and 4) establishing new closing dates. 
 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORT 
● Monty Force presented the latest aerial done in mid-July that shows the progress being made in the 

development of Boulevard One.  He pointed out the following: 
o There are eight customs on Archer that are either occupied or under construction. 
o The DHA/VOA building is almost completed with plans to open within the next month or 

two. 
o The Embrey apartments construction is on-going. 
o Metropolitan broke ground in July. 

● Lowry Blvd is now paved from Quebec to Monaco.  Traffic signal is anticipated to be installed in 
September and the prospect of opening at that time is being discussed.  Consensus of the builders is 
to open the road.  Other access points would probably be opened at that time also. 

o The right turn lane onto 1st Ave is gone in order to complete enhancements to the edge of 
Monaco and create a right turn onto Lowry Blvd when it opens.  Both Lowry Blvd and 1st 
Ave will be lighted intersections. 

o Timing on the wrap up on the berm landscaping is dependent on the orderly progression of 
various completions of activity:  1st can’t be restriped with bike lanes and removal of the 
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center turn lane until Lowry Blvd is open; it takes time for the native plantings to get 
established; coordination of the berm landscaping with Metropolitan’s adjacent portion of 
the landscaping; hardscape will be done this fall with spring planting.  

COMMITTEE REPORTS 
● Boulevard One Design Review Committee (7/19) 

Roy asked if there was a problem with Lucky’s complying with CCD energy efficiency standards.  There are 
contractual energy standards for the entire mixed-use project.  However, the grocer is being looked at 
separately due to their high energy usage.  The BDRC asked that Lucky’s provide a summary of the steps 
they employ that contribute to energy efficiency.  They are also exploring solar options to assist in reaching 
a higher level of energy control. 
 
The notes included in the packet were an accurate report of the meetings. 
 
ADJOURNMENT: 
The meeting adjourned at 9:45 a.m.  
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